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Covid-19 is impacting our society at every
level. Federal and local governments are at
the front lines of keeping the public safe.
While justice and public safety executives
are in the business of managing crises,
from natural to man-made, the speed and
impact of Covid-19 requires attention to
formulating crisis management strategies
while also sustaining essential community
services.

Our message to the world: we
are stronger when we are united.
After this pandemic, the world will
need a different kind of health,
economic and political cooperation
that quickly adapts to crises.” – His
Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin
Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice President
and Prime Minister of the United
Arab Emirates, ruler of the Emirate
of Dubai

We see leaders putting people first during
this pandemic – residents, consumers and
the workforce. While countries manage
public health, public safety, and public
infrastructure during this period, we offer
thoughts on how systems may change
beyond the immediate crisis, as further
fiscal and operational challenges accelerate.

A roadmap for action
Our guide to navigating the crisis in both the near and medium
term consists of four dimensions, all centered around people
– residents, consumers and the workforce. While the “tunnelvision” effect of a crisis can be all-consuming, justice and

public safety officials strive to challenge their senior teams
to think beyond tactical responses to plan for recovery,
rebalancing and restoration of essential services across a
spectrum of public safety, ever constrained by cost.

1. Community

3. Courts

Engage communities in confidencebuilding activities (e.g. virtual town
halls, confidence surveys), establish/
report balanced community safety and
success measures, and enhance triage
for incoming lower-level demands. This is
likely to enable rebalancing of capacity in
shifts and patrols and allow investigative
elements to maximize capacity to focus
on reassurance.

Virtualize judicial/legal interactions in/
out of custody/court settings, arrange
for visiting judges, optimize risk-based
diversion/deferral tools, utilize risk-based
release tools to focus limited community
supervision capacity on highest-risk
populations.
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2. Custody
Expand risk-based tools for custody
alternatives (e.g. citations, summons,
electronic monitoring) to alleviate
capacity/risk of spread for low-level
(e.g. rule violations) or high-need (e.g.
aging, chronic) populations, and enhance
coordinated access to community
mental health, substance abuse, primary
care, and transitional housing programs/
supports to stabilize individuals.
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4. Cost
With near-certain negative impact to
general fund revenues, develop a 6-12
month cost containment and resource
continuity plan around aligning hiring/
staffing and capital/operational spending
to align to appropriations/ revenues.
Leverage analytics to optimize resources
to mitigate staffing shortages, overtime
burnout, and safety/response goals.

From crisis to stabilization to strength in a “new normal”
As uncertain revenues and increased demands put further strain
on leaders’ capacity to keep the community safe, a journey
through the unfolding crisis to community stabilization and
recovery is needed – along with recognition that we may return

Pre-crisis
challenges
– Scaling efficiently
to meet growth in
public demand
– Costs and mandates
outpacing revenues

Response

EOC and crisis
communications
activation

– Suboptimal use of
available resources
– Public demand
for online service
options

Expanded
virtual public/
offender
interactions
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Capacity to serve
the community

Data-driven
operations/
decision-making
embedded

Expanded
investment
in optimized/
virtualized
service
alternatives

Engaged
community-based
program/ support
partners
Advanced alternative service
methods and risk-based
tools expanding

The crisis emerges,
well-exercised incident
management structures
respond, and “triage/
continuity mode” for
essential services begins
as revenues drop and the
community requires acute
support.

New normal

Community safety and
confidence indicators
improve

6-12 month
optimized
resource
plan
defined

Months 1-3
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Recovery

Workforce
safety and
mitigation
measures

Enhanced triage
and basic service
alternatives

Action areas

Structured model
of coordinated
access to
stabilizing supports

Risk-based
shifts in
offender
populations/
caseloads

– Workforce
turnover, attraction,
development
– Outdated technology
causing inefficiency

Stabilization

Covid-19 public
health surveillance

– Increasing frequency
of disaster events

to a different environment than we left. Critical in this journey
is recognition of the actions required to mitigate a potential
decline in capacity by triaging out low-level requests, offering
alternatives, virtualizing interactions and optimizing resources.

A more flexible and
resilient organization
emerges, prepared
for future crises

Workforce/
resources more
readily flex to
demand

Months 4-12

Months 12-18+

The crisis begins to stabilize, a well-structured
public safety plan to optimize alternatives and
resources guides decision-making. Virtual
services and working are leveraged from
existing systems/investments, and culture
shifts to a more flexible/dynamic workforce
that maximizes impact on public safety, with
markedly tighter agency capacity. Overall
indicators of community safety, confidence
and resilience continue to demonstrate more
positive results.

The period of “new
normal” begins
with expanded use
of alternatives and
optimization of
resources – driving a
stronger, more flexible
and more virtual
justice or public safety
organization that is
more resilient and
ready to overcome the
next challenge.

We are here to support you in your journey
KPMG Lower Gulf is committed to supporting public welfare
at the most challenging of times. The KPMG difference lies
in our people, our passion, our insights and tools, but most
of all our tested track-record of results. We bring decades
of combined experience from former industry experts and
professional consultants to bring about tangible change through
a collaborative, results-oriented, data-driven approach. We

assist our clients as they work to improve their performance
and operations in terms of outcomes, quality, speed, service,
efficiency and cost. We utilize world-class, advanced analytics,
tested operational change methods, and a collaborative and
culturally-mindful approach to enhance results in a sustainable
way in the government sector – from public safety to public
health to public works.
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